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China’s travel agency has still stayed in the initial Stage of marketization 
and legalization. Those problems such as chaotic tourism market competition，
uncontrolled supplier chain，integrity crisis of travel agencies，price-cutting 
competition policies launched have been keeping annoying the government 
departments and insiders for a long time. what are the root causes of those 
short-sighted beheaviors? What are conflicts of interests between travel 
agencies and their stakeholders? Why these conflicts occurred? How to 
balance them? These topics are what the dissertation’s heading for.  
Stakeholder theory burst forth in the recent 20 years has brought 
sustainable impetus for western enterprises. However，this new management 
theory hasn’ t been employed in the researches of travel agency management. 
Based on the characteristics of travel services，the dissertation makes an 
attempt to explain travel agency from a brand new angle of view，analyzes 
travel agency and its stakeholders on the basis of stakeholder theory. Two 
main purposes of this dissertation are，one is to seek out the root causes of 
interests conflicts between travel agencies and main stakeholders，the other 
one is to launch a certain policies or take a certain measures to appease and 
harmonize those conflicts.  
The dissertation consists of four chapters. Chapter Ⅰ mainly provides 
the origin and incentive of the selection of this research topic ，the train of 
thoughts in the paper，as well as an academic review of the stakeholder theory. 
Then brings forward the content the dissertation will proceed with and the 















Chapter Ⅱ begins with definition and categories of various stakeholders. 
Then sets forth conflicts between travel agency and stakeholders on the 
premise of clarifying their demands respectively，analyses the main cause of 
the conflicts. 
Chapter Ⅲ focuses on the ways of balancing conflicts，including the 
principle，method and specific strategies.  
The last chapter points out the contribution of the paper，and matters it 
needs improving. Meanwhile the prospect of the proposition on travel 
agency’s stakeholders is mentioned at the end of the dissertation. 
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表1-1  利益相关者理论研究发展三阶段一览表 
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种概念在很多书籍以及 100 多篇文章中曾着重指出。近期重要的文献包括 
Alkhafaji1989，Anderson 1989，Brummer1991 的书籍；还有
Brenner&Cochran 1991，Clarkson 1991，Goodpaster 1991，Hill & Jones 
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